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CONFIGURE
YOUR
BIN
HERE ARE SOME OF YOUR OPTIONS
ROOF OPTIONS
REVERSE VAIL

CURVED

VAIL

OPENINGS

SYMBOLS

RECYCLE

WASTE

PAPER
COMPOST

BOTTLES

COLOR OPTIONS

PANEL & TRIM COLOR OPTIONS

GREEN

BLACK

CONFIGURE YOUR BIN

WHITE

DESERT TAN

BROWN

BLUE

GLASS

CANS

CURVED ROOF COLOR OPTIONS

GRAY

NAVY
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CONFIGURATION
OPTIONS
HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS TO START
WHAT STYLE DO YOU LIKE?

N2 | Shown on page 3

N3 | Shown on page 4

N6 | Shown on page 7

WHAT CAPACITY DOES YOUR SPACE NEED?

Double Stream
Quadruple Stream

Triple Stream

Single Stream

WHAT ARE YOU COLLECTING?

N4 | Shown on page 6

WHAT COLOR COMBINATIONS DO YOU LIKE?

26 Gallon
Capacity

45 Gallon
Capacity

12, 22, 26, 32, 38, 45, and 55 gallon capacities available in most products

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO COMMUNICATE?

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

Split Color

Personalize with your logo.
Split Color Top

Panels and Accents

Monochrome

WASTE
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N2

45 GALLON SPLIT TOPLOAD

12 GALLON DOUBLE SIDELOAD

45 GALLON TRIPLE SIDELOAD

Sleek black panels with brown accents. Shown
in a 45 gallon split double with two 22 gallon
internal liners for two stream collection in a
compact footprint. User friendly top deposit
with clear labels to identify your streams.

Side deposit mini-recycle Station with 12 gallon
rigid liners in each compartment will match
other coordinated receptacles.

Large centralized recycle station in an attractive
two tone color configuration. Side deposit with
optional Vail roof. Center unit with classic
N2 framed opening for waste with restrictive
openings on the compartments.
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N3 INDOOR

22 GALLON SINGLE TOPLOAD

32 GALLON TRIPLE TOPLOAD

22 GALLON DOUBLE

Slim profile tucks neatly against a wall or in
smaller spaces. Ergonomic service door with
internal rigid liner. Optional opening IDs and
side panel recycle symbols send the right
message.

Split color top, with restrictive opening shapes
and material specific opening IDs, really
identifies the separate compartments for all
users. 32 gallons is an ideal capacity for high
traffic indoor areas.

Split color compartments are the best way to
communicate the different recycling and waste
streams. Optional headerboard with custom
graphics allows you to prominently display what
goes where.
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N3

38 GALLON WITH CURVED ROOF

45 GALLON SPLIT DOUBLE

22 GALLON CONFIGURATION

Clean and simple monochrome in desert tan.
Restrictive opening for commingled mixed
recycling with matching opening label and
recycle symbol will ensure a clean sort.

Maximum collection capacity in a compact
space. Our 45 gallon footprint using two
22 gallon liners to capture waste as well as
separate recyclables.

Our new 22 gallon configuration provides
an additional stream without allowing more
material to be collected than desired. Perfect
for your new compost program or minimal
landfill capacity as you move to zero waste.
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N4

26 GALLON VAIL TOP

45 GALLON DOUBLE

32 GALLON TRIPLE

Classic two tone black with brown accents. N4
arched opening with simple label at the top of
the ergonomic service door. Optional Vail top
makes this ideal for indoor or outdoor spaces.

Bold two tone, two stream station with
traditional Flat top. Standard large opening
for the waste stream with helpful restrictive
opening for mixed recycling.

Large capacity indoor triple recycle station for
high traffic areas. Forward Vail top with easy
to use topload restrictive openings and clear
opening IDs. Two tone color allows the front
service doors to highlight the N4’s curved trim.
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N6

12 GALLON DOUBLE

26 GALLON TRIPLE

32 GALLON DOUBLE

Simple and professional monochrome gray base
allows the optional split color top to identify the
two streams collected in this compact 12 gallon
station.

26 gallon triple N6 unit shown with split color
Compartments. Perfect for recycling programs
which separate compost or other recyclables.
Symbols and opening ID’s help make this
recycle station incredibly effective.

Our accomplished Orange County Convention
Center solution. Two tone with custom graphics
and logos with messaging on the recycling
panels. Vail top and safety conscious “SlowStay” hinges are friendly to service personnel.
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ROUNDS

55 GALLON SPLIT ROUND

32 GALLON ROUND

40 GALLON ROUND

We’ve modified our classic design to provide
improved communication with full graphic
panels on both side. Separate half-moon
internal rigid liners are easily accessible
through the removable service tops.

Keep unwanted items, such as rain, snow,
pests, and recyclables out of your waste
stream with our domed lid on this proven
outdoor receptacle.

Our traditional outdoor round shown perched
on the optional permanent mounting post.
Keeps animals and vandals from tipping or
moving the unit.
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COORDINATE
YOUR
SPACE
CHOOSE FROM A VARIETY OF SITE FURNISHINGS

PRIDE OF
OWNERSHIP

Your property or facility may require various receptacles in unique configurations and capacities
to best suit each space and location. The numerous styles and options available will allow you
to meet those needs yet maintain a consistent well designed recycling program throughout,
resulting in your recycling success. Add our matching site furnishings to further impress all
employees, guests and customers!

